Abstract
Seven days after transplant (DAT), plants were thinned to one seedling per pot. Two 120 layers of blue mesh were placed on top of the pots to reduce evaporation. The plants were 121 loaded on to the imaging system and were watered to 90% field capacity (FC) DAT. On 122 the 13 DAT, each pot was watered to 90% and was imaged to obtain an initial phenotype 123 before the onset of drought. One plant from each pair was randomly selected for drought 124 treatment. Water was withheld from drought plants until 25% FC, and after which water 125 was applied to maintain 25% FC. For the duration of the experiment, the control plants were 126 maintained at 100% FC. respectively, y is an n × 1 vector of observations at each time point, β is a f × 1 vector of 146 systematic effects, u is a n × 1 vector of BLUE for accessions, and is an n × 1 vector of 147 residuals with V ar( ) = Iσ 2 , where I is an identity matrix. This was followed by fitting a 148 RRM-based genomic prediction approach to predict phenotypes as described below.
149

Random regression model
150
We conducted quantitative genetics modeling of image-derived phenotypes using a RRM to assess how well we could predict dynamic genetic signals. The RRM assumes that genetic effects and genetic variances are not constant and can vary continuously across the trajectory.
This leads to better prediction of time-dependent complex traits by estimating heterogeneous single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) effects across the trajectory. Specifically, we viewed the trajectory of digital image-processed longitudinal records as an infinite-dimensional characteristic that could be modeled by a smooth function (Meyer and Hill, 1997; Van der Werf et al., 1998). Changes in PSA over time were modeled through Legendre polynomials and B-splines of time at phenotyping. The general formula for the RRM was as follows:
where φ(t) jk is a time covariate coefficient defined by a basis function evaluated at time 151 point t belonging to the jth accession; β k is a kth fixed random regression coefficient for the 152 population's mean growth trajectory; u jk is a kth random regression coefficient associated 153 with the additive genetic effects of the jth accession; K 1 is the number of random regression 154 parameters for fixed effect time trajectories; K 2 and K 3 are the number of random regression 155 parameters for random effects; and p jk is a kth permanent environmental random regression 156 coefficient for the accession j. The starting values of index k, and K 1 , K 2 , and K 3 are defined
In the matrix notation, the above equation can be rewritten as
where β is a vector of solutions for fixed regressions; u is the additive genetic regression coefficients; pe is the permanent environmental random regression coefficients; is the residuals;
and Z and Q are corresponding incident matrices. We assumed a multivariate-Gaussian distribution and the variance-covariance structure of 
and quadratic (k = 0, · · · , K 1 = K 2 = K 3 = 2) Legendre polynomials in this study. Thus, 
191
Although a large number of knots will increase complexity, too few knots will decrease accu- 
where T is the threshold in time interval. According to De Boor (2001), the matrix Φ of 202 B-spline for higher-order polynomials can be defined by recursion
This indicates that a B-spline of degree d is simply a function of B-splines of degree d − 1.
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Note that the number of random regression coefficients depends on the number of knots and 205 order of polynomials for B-splines. In general, the number of regression coefficients is given Meyer, 2005) . In this study, we fitted linear B-splines with s = 3 or multiplying by -1/2. We used Wombat software to fit RMM in this study (Meyer, 2007) .
217
As graphically represented in Figure 1 , three different CV scenarios were designed to train the 219 RRM. In all scenarios, prediction accuracy was evaluated by computing Pearson correlations 220 between predicted genetic values and PSA in the testing set. Each of the CV scenarios is 221 described below.
222
CV1: In the first CV scenario (CV1), the whole data set was divided into two subsets, i.e., regression coefficient matrix u using Φ 1:t , which was computed from time point 1 to time 250 point t. The prediction of future time points t (t + 1 ≤ t ≤ t max ) for an individual i was 251 carried out byĝ t = Φ t u i , where Φ t is the t th row vector of t max − t by K + 1 matrix Φ; 252 and u i is the ith column vector of the number of random regression coefficients by n matrix u. The results from CV1 are shown in Figure 3 . This CV was designed to evaluate the accu- rather than CV-based prediction, and its integration into HTP data has not been reported.
352
In this study, we coupled HTP data with high-density genomic infromation to carry out 
368
We observed differences in prediction accuracy across models during early growth stages; 369 however, differences were incremental when predicting later growth stages in the CV1 sce- potential of B-splines was not able to be fully exploited in the current study.
398
Choice of parameters
399
We also found that ranking the models according to AIC and BIC revealed only mild agree- the best parameter in terms of prediction accuracy obtained from CV.
408
We anticipate that the current work will guide us to conduct genomic selection of econom- The data set was split into two longitudinal stages. The model was trained using the earlier growth stages to predict PSA at the second part of growth stages. We increased the number of time points used for training in a sequential manner. CV3: This was used to evaluate the impact of phenotyping frequency in the training data set on longitudinal prediction accuracy.
Observations on odd days were used (CV3A), Observations on even days were used (CV3B), and keep one and delete two consecutive time points (CV3C). TP: time points. 
